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The objective of this research is target identification. Specifically, 
we wish to predict an object's shape and composition from its scattering 
signature. When a dielectric object is interrogated by a short time radar 
pulse, the reflected signal has two components. One component decays rather 
slowly in time and oscillates at a very high frequency. The second component 
decays rapidly in time and has a low real frequency component. That part of 
the scattered signal which decays slowly in time is thought to be related 
directly to the composition of the object. That part of the signature which 
decays more rapidly, having the slower real frequency component, is thought to 
be linked to the object's shape. We have sought to address this thesis by 
examining the scattering off a dielectric coated circular cylinder. 
Of particular interest is the degree to which the effects of shape and 
composition are separated in the location of the complex resonance poles. 
The results to date do not show clear separation of the two effects, i.e., 
shape and composition. It is thought that it may be necessary to examine 
a ray solution of the backscattered field from the dielectric coated cylinder 
via the Watson transformation in order to more accurately predict the 
scattering field near resonance. This is necessitated by the slow convergence 
of the terms composing the eigenfunction solution. Consider an infinitely 
long, perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius "a" coated with a 
homogeneous dielectric layer of thickness T. The dielectric material has a 
relative dielectric constant 
r
. The cylinders are illuminated with a plane 
wave (of e
jwt 
time suppressed). The geometry of the problem is illustrated in 
Ire 
Figure 1. Both the transverse electric and transverse magnetic cases will be 
listed below. In the transverse electric case, the incident magnetic field is 
parallel with the axis of the cylinder, whereas in the transverse magnetic 
case, the incident electric field is parallel to the axis of the cylinder. 
The eigenfunction solution for the far zone backscattered field can be 
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with respect to the argument. 
Using the usual Watson's transformation technique, the eigenfunction 
solution can be cast into a ray solution. Without presenting the details, the 
final expressions for the far-zone backscattered field is given by 
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is the geometrical-optic field, R is the reflection 








in Figure 1. In (7), v
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are the roots of the transcendental equation 
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 appearing in (7) results from the fact that 
all the multiply encircling surface waves are included in the analysis. The 
factor is important and is needed to predict the resonance phenomena. 
We have concentrated to date on equation (3a). We've sought the complex 
roots for k, the wave number, using the following technique. Let C denote a 
closed contour in the complex z plane containing n zeros z j (j = 1,2,...,n) of 
the analytic function f(z). Then from Cauchy's integral 
1 f 	
f(z) 
zP =12- dz 	P = z - s 
210. P j= 1 
(9) 
where p is any non-negative integer. 	In particular, if p = 0, then the 
integral (9) furnishes an estimate of the number, n, of zeros within C. The 
integral (9) is also evaluated with p = 1,2,...,n to give sums s p. If the 
number of zeros is small (say n 4 4), these are used with Newton's formulae to 
produce a polynomial of degree n (with leading coefficient one) having the 
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1  0 are evaluated with an • 1. The coefficients ak for k = n - 1, n - 2 
using the recurrence relations 
(n-k)a
k 





= 0 . 
The low order polynomial equation pn (z) = 0 is solved by a standard technique 
- 
(in our case, Mueller's method) to give numerical estimates {z'} of the actual 
setofzerosIzl. The differences {z. - z!} are due predominantly to quadra-
ture errors. The estimates {z'} are then refined by a further application of 
the Newton Raphson method, this time to the original function f(z). 
Figures 2-4 illustrate the change in the complex roots as the thickness 
of the dielectric coating is varied. Figures 5-7 illustrate the movement of 
the complex poles as the relative dielectric constant of a coating is varied, 
keeping the thickness fixed. In all figures, equation (1) is solved keeping 
the first four terms of the series. 
In each case, the arrows show the progression of the complex wavenumber 
"10 poles from thinest coating (or smallest dielectric constant) to thickest 
coating (or largest dielectric constant). The abseissa represents the real 
part of the wavenumber k, the ordinate represents the imaginary part. As 
expected, the roots are always symmetric about the imaginary axis. The 
real part shows the resonance frequency while the imaginary part yields the 
damping rate. The n = 0,1,2,3 roots are designated respectively by squares, 
triangles, diamonds, and x's. Except for a few exceptions of thickness 
changes, the general trend is that the resonance wave becomes less damped as 
the thickness increases and as the dielectric constant increases. For the 
same changes the resonance frequency decreases. This can be understood from 
the fact that in both cases, surface waves are more strongly trapped by the 
presence of the coating, and as a consequence, the surface waves creep along 
the cylinder surface with less attenuation. There does not appear to be an 
easy way to separate out the effects of shape and composition from the graphs. 
Thus, it appears that both the composition and the shape affect the 
position of these poles. However, the series of equation (1) converges quite 
poorly when the product kob is not small. This is of course the motivating 
force behind the Watson transformation. With the scattered field expressed 
according to equation (7), this solution convergers very rapidly. It is 
thought that a better prediction of the complex resonances can be realized 
through the solution of (7) and (8). We will attempt to seek that solution 
using the asymptotic formula for the Hankel function below. 
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This will be the center of our attention for the next three months of the 
contract period. 
The method is based on a technique suggested by Delves and Lyness (Math. 
Computations, 21, 1967, p. 543). Let C denote a closed contour in the complex 
z plane containing n zeros z j (j = 1,2 , n) of the analytic function f(z). 
Then from Cauchy's integral 
mod _j- 
P = s P rzE(31- 	 L C 	f (z) dz 	ing1 
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where p is any non-negative integer. 	In particular, if p • 0, then the 
integral (13) furnishes an estimate of the number, n, of zeros within C. The 
integral (13) is also evaluated with p = 1,2,...,n to give sums s p. If the 
number of zeros is small (say n < 4), these are used with Newton's formulae to 
produce a polynomial of degree n (with leading coefficient one) having the 





with an = 1. The coefficients ak for k = n-1,n-2,...,1,0 are evaluated using 
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The low-order polynomial equation p n (z) = 0 is solved by a standard technique 
(in our case, MUller's method) to give numerical estimates {z'} of the actual 
setofzerosIzl. The differences {z. - z'} are due predominantly to quadra-
ture errors. The estimates {z!} are then refined by a further application of 
the Newton/Raphson method, this time to the original function f(z). 
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Figure 2. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with C r  = 1.15 for thickness ratios 
b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. Plotted are modes n = 0,1,2,3 as squares, 
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Figure 3. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with er = 2.56 for thickness ratios 
b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. Plotted are modes n = 0,1,2,3 as squares, 
triangles, diamonds, and x's, respectively. Arrows designate pole 
changes. 
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Figure 4. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with E r = 4.0 for thickness ratios 
b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. Plotted are modes n = 0,1,2,3 as squares, 
triangles, diamonds, and x's, respectively. Arrows designate pole 
changes. n 
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Figure 5. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratio b/a = 1.2 with 
dielectric constants er = 1.15, 2.56, 4.0. 
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Figure 6. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratio b/a = 1.15 with 
dielectric constants Er = 1.15, 2.56, 4.0. 
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Figure 7. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratio b/a = 1.1 with 
dielectric constants e r = 1.15, 2.56, 4.0. 
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ABSTRACT 
The intent of the research was to investigate the possibility of deter-
mining an object's shape and composition given its scattering signature. When 
an object is interrogated by a short time sequence RF pulse, the frequency and 
characteristic decay of the resonance signal dictate the complex frequency 
poles (the frequency yielding us the real part of the pole and the character-
istic decay the imaginary part). The research for this project is divided 
into two areas. First, given an object, what are the complex resonance poles 
and how can they be efficiently numerically computed? Second, how feasible is 
the inverse problem; that is, can the shape and composition be inferred easily 
once the poles are known? 
The program was tasted on a dielectric coated cylinder. Based on the 
scattering equations for the wedge, the complex poles were calculated using an 
integral technique coupled with the Muller algorithm for obtaining complex 
zeros of a polynomial. The roots were compiled for various thicknesses of the 
coating and dielectric values. A program was then written to predict the best 
least squares approximation to a cylinder's thickness and dielectric coating 
given its complex poles. 
The results indicate that unlike the acoustic world, the complex electro-
magnetic scattering poles do not separate in terms of shape dependent and 
composition dependent poles. The determination of these parameters in a 
generalized inverse is thus very difficult, especially when multiple geometric 
and composition factors are involved. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this research is target identification. The specific 
goal is to predict an object's shape and composition from its scattering 
signature. When a penetrable object is interrogated by a short time sonic 
pulse, the reflected signal has two components. One component decays rather 
slowly in time and oscillates at a very high frequency. The second component 
decays rapidly in time and has a low real frequency component. That part of 
the scattered signal which decays slowly in time is thought to be related 
directly to the composition of the object. That part of the signature which 
decays more rapidly, having the slower real frequency component, is thought to 
be linked to the object's shape. 
It is suggested that this phenomenon also occurs at radar frequencies 
in electromagnetic scattering. We have sought to address this thesis by 
examining the scattering off a dielectric coated circular cylinder. 
Of particular interest is the degree to which the effects of shape and 
composition are separated in the location of the complex resonance poles. 
The results to date do not show clear separation of the two effects, i.e., 
shape and composition. It may be necessary to examine a ray solution of the 
backscattered field from the dielectric coated cylinder via the Watson 
transformation in order to more accurately predict the scattering field near 
resonance. This is necessitated by the slow convergence of the terms 
composing the eigenfunction solution. Nevertheless, given a set of complex 
poles, it is possible to give a least squares prediction of the object shape 
and composition. This is shown for the thickness and dielectric constant of a 
dielectrically coated cylinder. 
THEORY 
Consider an infinitely long, perfectly conducting circular cylinder of 
radius "a" coated with a homogeneous dielectric layer of thickness T 
(Figure 1). The dielectric material has a relative dielectric constant e
r
.  
The cylinders are illuminated with a plane wave (of e ft time dependence 
suppressed). The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Figure 1. Both 
the transverse electric and transverse magnetic cases will be listed below. 
In the transverse electric case, the incident magnetic field is parallel with 
the axis of the cylinder, whereas in the transverse magnetic case, the 
incident electric field is parallel to the axis of the cylinder. 
The eigenfunction solution for the far zone backscattered field can be 
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 are 
the cylindrical Bessel functions, and J', N', H
()' 
are the derivatives taken 
n 	n 
with respect to the argument. 
Using the usual Watson's transformation technique, the eigenfunction 
solution can be cast into a ray solution. The final expressions for the far-
zone backscattered field is given by 
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Figure 1. Scattering off a dielectric coated cylinder. 
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In the above, U
z 
is the geometrical-optic field, R is the reflection 
coefficient for a planar grounded slab illuminating with an normally incident 
SW 
plane wave, and Uz is the contribution from two surface waves as illustrated 
in Figure 1. In (7), 	are the roots of the transcendental equation 
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(2)
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jvL2w 
 j 	appearing in (7) results from the fact that 
all the multiply encircling surface waves are included in the analysis. The 
factor is important and is needed to predict the resonance phenomena. 
Equation (3a) received the bulk of attention in this research. 
INTEGRAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING COMPLEX POLES 
The method is based on a technique suggested by Delves and Lyness [13]. 
We seek the complex roots for k, the wave number, using the following 
technique. Let C denote a closed contour in the complex z plane containing n 
(6) 
( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
zeros zi (j = 1,2,...,n) of the analytic function f(z). Then from Cauchy's 
integral theory 
211. 1 	f(z) 	 P 
1 f zP f'( z) dz = 
j=1 
n 
z E s  P 
	
(9) 
where p is any non-negative integer. 	In particular, if p = 0, then the 
integral (9) furnishes an estimate of the number, n, of zeros within C. The 
integral is also evaluated with p = 1,2,...,n to give sums s . If the number 
of zeros is small (say n 4 4), these are used with Newton's formula to produce 
a polynomial of degree n (with leading coefficient one) having the same roots 
within C as f(z). Specifically, the polynomial is written as 
a z
k 
Pn (z) k=0 
with an = 1. The coefficients a k for k = n - 1, n - 2,...,1,0 are evaluated 
using the recurrence relations 
(n-k)a
k 
+ s1ak+1 + s2ak+2 + 	+ sn-kan = 0 . 
The low order polynomial equation p n (z) = 0 is solved by a standard technique 
(in our case, Miieller's method) to give numerical estimates {z'} of the actual 
set of zeros {z.}. The differences fz. - z'} are due predominantly to quadra-
i 
ture errors. The estimates {z!} are then refined by a further application of 




Figures 2-4 illustrate the change in the complex roots as the thickness 
of the dielectric coating is varied. Figures 5-7 illustrate the movement of 
the complex poles as the relative dielectric constant of the coating is 
varied, keeping the thickness fixed. In all figures, equation (1) is solved 
keeping the first four terms of the series. 
In each case, the arrows show the progression of the complex wavenumber 
"kw poles from thinest coating (or smallest dielectric constant) to thickest 
coating (or largest dielectric constant). The abscissa represents the real 
part of the wavenumber k, the ordinate represents the imaginary part. As 
expected, the roots are symmetric about the imaginary axis. The real part 
shows the resonance frequency while the imaginary part yields the damping 
rate. 	The n = 0,1,2,3 roots are designated respectively by squares, 
triangles, diamonds, and x's. 	Except for a few exceptions of thickness 
changes, the general trend is that the resonance wave becomes less damped as 
the thickness increases and as the dielectric constant increases. For the 
same changes the resonance frequency decreases. This can be understood from 
the fact that in both cases, surface waves are more strongly trapped by the 
presence of the coating, and as a consequence, the surface waves creep along 
the cylinder surface with less attenuation. There does not appear to be an 
easy way to separate out the effects of shape and composition from the graphs. 
Additional calculations were performed after modifications to the Bessel 
function routines regarding the expressions used for comuting derivatives. 
Figures 8-10 give a closer examination of the effect of dielectric and coating 
thickness changes on the poles keeping the n = 0 term only. Here the relative 
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Figure 2. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with e r = 1.15 for thickness ratios b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. 
Plotted are modes in n = 0, 1, 2, 3 as squares, triangles, diamonds, and x's 
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Figure 3. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with e r = 2.56 for thickness ratios b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. 
Plotted are modes in n = 0, 1, 2, 3, as squares, triangles, diamonds, and x's 
respectively. Arrows designate changes. 
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Figure 4. Complex wavenumber (k) poles with E r = 4.0 for thickness ratios b/a = 1.1, 1.15, 1.2. 
Plotted are modes in n = 0, 1, 2, 3 as squares, triangles, diamonds, and x's 
respectively. Arrows designate changes. 
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Figure 5. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratios b/a = 1.2, with dielectric constants 
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Figure 6. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratios b/a = 1.15, with dielectric constants 
,Er = 1.15, 2.56, 4.0. 
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Figure 7. Complex wavenumber (k) poles for thickness ratios b/a = 1.1, with dielectric constants 
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k o = real part 
Figure 8. Complex wavenumber (k 0 = wruoTo )poles for coating thickness b/a = 1.05, t r = 4 . . . 100. 
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Figure 9. Complex wavenumber (k 0 =6., AiVo )poles for coating thickness b/a = 1.10, E r = 2.56 .. . 100. 
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k0 = real part 
Figure 10. Complex wavenumber (k o = 4J1/07o )poles for coating thickness b/a = 1.15, e r = 2.56... 100. 
Mode n = 0 is plotted only - first 3 poles. 
varying thickness for three dielectric constants is shown in Figures 11-13. 
In both sets, on the second quadrant redundant roots are omitted. Except for 
very large dielectric constants, it appears that the effects of thickness and 
dielectric composition cannot be easily separated. 
TARGET DISCRIMINATION 
Given the apparent linkage of coating thickness and composition effects, 
there are two approaches that might be followed in pursuing the inverse 
problem. The first is to formulate a relationship based on the above curves 
between the complex roots and the thickness and dielectric constant. 













(e r ,th) 
where the subscripts on the roots designate the order of the roots. The 
inverse solver would then have the task of minimizing the functional 
S = (Z 1 measured - f 1 (e r' th))(Z 1measured — f 1 
(e r' th)) * 
+ (Z2measured - f 2 (e r' th))(Z 2measured — f 2
(e r' th)) * 
+ (z




using a steepest descent or nonlinear optimization technique. 	Another 
alternative is to simply compute a priori a table of roots for_an array of 
10 20 30 40 	60 70 
k 0 = real part 
80 
Figure 11. Complex wavenumber(k o = 4,6V0 )poles for coating thickness E r = 4, b/a = 1.05... 1.2. 
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Figure 12. Complex wavenumber (k 0 	)poles for coating thickness E r = 15, b/a = 1.04 . . .1.2. 
Mode n = 0 is plotted only - first 3 poles. 
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k 0 = real part 
Figure 13. Complex wavenumber (k o = 6.,iric:70 )poles for coating thickness E r = 100, b/a = 1.04 . . . 1.2. 
Mode n = 0 is plotted only - first 3 poles. 
dielectric and thickness values. The task of the inversion algorithm degener-
ates to finding a least squares optimal fit for the measured pole pairs with 
those pole pairs in the table. Such a table for the dielectric coated 
cylinder along with the algorithm for determining the most likely dielectric/ 
thickness pair are listed in the Appendices. 
FUTURE WORK/CONCLUSIONS 
The separation of composition and shape effects on the resonance scatter-
ing poles is not a simple task in the electromagnetic world. Because their 
effects cannot be isolated, sophisticated optimization schemes must be 
employed to realize target discrimination capability. This has been accomp-
lished for the dielectric coated cylinder via the series expansion field 
expression appropriate for this problem [1]. However, the series of equations 
in (1) converge quite poorly when the product kob is not small. This is of 
course the motivating force behind the Watson transformation. With the 
scattered field expressed according to equation (7), this solution convergers 
very rapidly. It is thought that a better prediction of the complex 
resonances can be realized through the solution of (7) and (8). This solution 
could be sought using the asymptotic formula for the Hankel function in (14), 
. (2) 	 2 	f , 2 2 	2 	os-1 	E., H
v (kp) =  
 exp[i(/ k p - v l - vic 	kp 	 (14) 
t 
4)j 
¶(k 2p2-4, ) 
and might well shed additional light on the target discrimination problem. 
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APPENDICES 
These appendices show programs and additional results in the project. 
Appendix A is the Fortran program used to perform the root integral of the 
liankel and Bessel functions in (1) using (9) and then a Muller solver on (11). 
Appendix B is the algorithm to refine these roots using a Newton Raphson 
procedure 
Z 
k = Z k-1 	f(Z
k
) 
f'(Z k ) 
Appendix C is the algorithm to locate the optimum least squares thickness/ 
dielectric combination given an arbitrary set of pole locations. Appendix D 
shows the table of roots associated with various combinations of thickness and 
dielectric constant, used in Appendix C. 
APPENDIX A 








C 	SET PARAMETER FOR THE ORDER OF THE INTEGRATION 
8 NPTS=96 
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT N: ' 
READ(*,*) N 
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT ER:' 
READ(*.*) ER 
A=1 
WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT A/B RATIO ' 
READ(*,*) B 
10 WRITE(6,*)'INPUT LOWER AND UPPER RANGE ALONG REAL AXIS' 
READ(5,*) X1,X2 




C 	PERFORM THE LINE INTEGRAL WITH THE POWER OF KO EQUAL ZERO 
C TO FIND AN APPROXIMATION TO THE NUMBER OF ZERO'S ENCLOSED. 
SUM=(0.,0.) 
C 
C 	EVALUATE FIRST LINE INTEGRAL WITH X (REAL VALUE) FIXED. 
CALL CINTE(PART,Y1,Y2,X2,NPTS,1,0,N,KO,A,B,ER) 
SUM=SUM+PART 
C 	EVALUATE SECOND LINE INTEGRAL WITH Y (IMAGINARY) FIXED. 
CALL CINTE(PART,X1,X2,Y2,NPTS,2,0,N,K0,A,B,ER) 
SUM=SUM+PART 
C 	EVALUATE THIRD LINE INTEGRAL WITH X (REAL) FIXED AND 




C 	EVALUATE FOURTH LINE INTEGRAL WITH Y (IMAG.) FIXED AND 





WRITE(6,*)'AN APPROXIMATION TO THE # OF ROOTS=',SUM 
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER GUESS FOR NUMBER OF ROOTS OR' 
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER "0" TO CHANGE REGION OF INTEGRATION' 
READ(5,*)NZER 
C 	NZER=INT( 0.3 +REAL( SUM )) 
C IF (AIMAG(SUM).GE.0.3) 	NZER=0 
IF(NZER.EQ.0) GOTO 10 
C***********:************************************************** 
DO 20 I=1,NZER 
C 	PERFORM THE SAME PROCEDURE AS BEFORE TO EVALUATE THE 
C LINE INTEGRAL EXCEPT INCREMENT THE POWER OF THE 




















C 	EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEW POLYNOMIAL TO BE USED 




40 IF(K.LT.0) GOTO 60 
PART=(0.0,0.0) 










78 FORMAT(8X,'COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION') 
WRITE(6,81) 
81 FORMAT(3X,'N',22X,'AR(N)') 





C 	CALL THE SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
C THE NEW POLYNOMIAL. 
CALL ZROOTS(AR,NZER,ROOTS,.TRUE.) 




129 FORMAT(3X,'EVALUATION OF FUNCTION AT APPROXIMATE ROOTS') 
WRITE(6,*) 
WRITE(6,128) 
128 FORMAT(2X,4 1 ,15X,'ROOT',27X,'DENO(ROOT)') 




WRITE(*,*)'ENTER "1" TO MODIFY D_FUNCTION 
READ(*,*)MODIFY 
IF(MODIFY.NE.1) GOTO 150 
DO 140 I=1,NZER 
MODOC=0 
135 IF(CABS(DENO(N,ROOTS(I),A,B,ER)).GE.0.0000001) THEN 
MODOC=MODOC+1 
WRITE(*,*)'NUMBERS OF MODIFYING :',MODOC 
DEN00 = DENO(N,ROOTS(I),A,B,ER) 
NEWKO = ROOTS(I) + (0.0005,0.0005) 
DEN01 = DENO(N,NEWKO,A,B,ER) 
NEWKO = ROOTS(I) - (0.0005,0.0005) 
DENO2 = DENO(N,NEWKO,A,B,ER) 
DELKO = DEN00 / ( (DEN01-DENO2)/(0.001,0.001) ) 






DO 142 I=1,NZER 
WRITE(6,131)I,ROOTS(I),DENO(N,ROOTS(I),A,B,ER) 
142 CONTINUE 








C 	THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE LINE INTEGRALS. 
C EACH ROOT AND WEIGHTING ARE USED TWICE. IF IT 
C 	IS THE SECOND TIME A ROOT IS BEING USED, IT IS 













C 	IF IT HAS AN IDENTIFIER OF A PATH #1 OR PATH #3 THEN 
















































COMPLEX FUNCTION JDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,J 
N1=N-1 
dDE= J(N1,Z) - N * J(N,Z) / Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION JDOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,J,JDE 
JDOUDE= -J(N,Z) - JDE(N,Z)/Z + J(N,Z)/(Z*Z) 
C 
	
	 IF N <> 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 





COMPLEX FUNCTION YDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,Y 
N1=N-1 
YDE = Y(N1,Z) - N*Y(N,Z)/Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION YDOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,Y,YDE 
YDOUDE= -Y(N,Z) - YDE(N,Z)/Z + Y(N,Z)/(Z*Z) 
C 	 IF N <> 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,AI,J,Y 
AI=(0,1) 
H2= J(N,Z) - AI * Y(N,Z) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2DE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,H2 
N1=N-1 
H2DE= H2(N1,Z) - N * H2(N,Z) / Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2DOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,H2,H2DE 
H2DOUDE= -H2(N,Z) - H2DE(N,Z)/Z + H2(N,Z)/(Z*Z) 
C 	 IF N <> 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION G(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,J,Y,JDE,YDE,KA,KB,GDIV 
KA = KO * SQRT(ER) * A 
KB = KO * SQRT(ER) * B 
G= -SQRT(ER) * ( ON,KA)*YDE(N,KB) 
-Y(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB) ) 
GDIV = 	J(N,KA)*Y(N,KB) - Y(N,KA)*d(N,KB) 




COMPLEX FUNCTION GDE(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,J,Y,JDE,JDOUDE,YDE,YDOUDE,KA,KB,DENOG,NUMOG,FIR,SEC 
KA = KO * SQRT(ER) * A 
KB = KO * SQRT(ER) * B 
NUMOG = 	ON,KA)*YDE(N,KB) 
NUMOG = NUMOG 	- 	Y(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB) 
DENOG 	= 	J(N,KA)*Y(N,KB) 	- 	Y(N,KA)*J(N,KB) 
IF(DENOG.EQ.0) 	DENOG=(1.E-20,1.E-20) 
FIR 	= 	JDE(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A+J(N,KA)*YDOUDE(N,KB) 
*SQRT(ER)*B 
FIR = FIR 	- YDE(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A 
FIR = FIR 	- Y(N,KA)*JDOUDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*B 
FIR = FIR 	* DENOG 
SEC = JDE(N,KA)*Y(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A+J(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*B 
SEC = SEC - YDE(N,KA)*J(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A 
SEC = SEC - Y(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*B 
SEC = SEC * NUMOG 
GDE = -(FIR 	-SEC) 	* 	SQRT(ER) 	/ 	( 	DENOG*DENOG 	) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION DENO(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,KOB,H2,H2DE,G 
KOB = KO * B 
DENO = H2DE(N,KOB) 	+ G(N,KO,A,B,ER)*H2(N,K0B) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION DENODE(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,KOB,H2,H2DE,H2DOUDE,G,GDE 
KOB = KO * B 
























































DO 11 J=1,M+1 
AD(J)=AR(d) 
11 CONTINUE 


















DO 16 J=2,M 
X=ROOTS(J) 
DO 15 I=J-1,1,-1 









ALGORITHM TO REFINE THE ROOTS FOUND FROM 




WRITE(*,*) 'INPUT N' 
READ(*,*) N 
WRITE(*,*) ' INPUT ER ' 
READ(*,*) ER 
A=1 
WRITE(*,*) ' INPUT B/A RATIO ' 
. READ(*,*) B 
DO 10 II=1,100 






WRITE(*,*)'ENTER "1" TO MODIFY D_FUNCTION 
WRITE(*,*)'ENTER : 
READ(*,*)MODIFY 
IF(MODIFY.EQ.0) GOTO 10 
MODOC=0 
15 	IF(CABS(DENO(N,KO,A,B,ER)).GE.0.0000001) THEN 
MODOC=MODOC+1 
WRITE(*,*)'NUMBERS OF MODIFYING :',MODOC 
DEN00 = DENO(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
NEWKO = KO + (0.0005,0.0005) 
DENO1 = DENO(N,NEWKO,A,B,ER) 
NEWKO = KO - (0.0005,0.0005) 
DENO2 = DENO(N,NEWKO,A,B,ER) 
DELKO = DEN00 / ( (DEN01-DENO2)/(0.001,0.001) ) 
KO 	= KO - DELKO 
WRITE(*,*)/K0 	:',KO 











COMPLEX FUNCTION JDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,J 
N1=N-1 
JDE= J(N1,Z) - N * J(N,Z) / Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION JDOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,J,JDE 
JDOUDE= -U(N,Z) - JDE(N,Z)/Z 	J(N,Z)/(Z*Z) 
C 
	
	 IF N 0 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 





COMPLEX FUNCTION YDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,Y 
N1=N-1 
YDE = Y(N1,Z) - N*Y(N,Z)/Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION YDOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,Y,YDE 
YDOUDE= -Y(N,Z) - YDE(N,Z)/Z + Y(N,Z)/(Z*Z1 
C 
	
	 IF N <> 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,AI,J,Y 
AI=(0,1) 
H2= LAN,Z) - AI * Y(N,Z) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2DE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,H2 
N1=N-1 
H2DE= H2(N1,Z) - N * H2(N,Z) / Z 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION H2DOUDE(N,Z) 
COMPLEX Z,H2,H2DE 
H2DOUDE= -H2(N,Z) - H2DE(N,Z)/Z + H2(N,Z)/(Z*Z) 
C 	 IF N <> 1, THIS TERM MAY NEED MODIFY. 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION G(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,J,Y,JDE,YDE,KA,KB,GDIV 
KA = KO * SQRT(ER) * A 
KB = KO * SQRT(ER) * B 
G= -SQRT(ER) * ( J(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB) 
- Y(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB) 	) 
GDIV = 	J(N,KA)*Y(N,KB) 	- Y(N,KA)*J(N,KB) 




COMPLEX FUNCTION GDE(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,J,Y,JDE,JDOUDE,YDE,YDOUDE,KA,KB,DENOG,NUMOG,FIR,SEC 
KA = KO * SQRT(ER) * A 
KB = KO * SQRT(ER) * B 
NUMOG = J(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB) 
NUMOG = NUMOG - YCN,KA)*JDE(N.KB) 
DENOG = J(N,KA)*Y(N,KB) 	- Y(N.KA)*ON,KB) 
IF(DENDG.EQ.0) 	DENDG=(1.E-20,1.E-20) 
FIR 	= 	JDE(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A+ 	J(N,KA)*YDOUDE(N,KB) 
+ *SQRT(ER)*B 
FIR = FIR 	- YDE(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A 
FIR = FIR 	- Y(N,KA)*JDOUDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*B 
FIR = FIR * DENOG 
SEC = JDE(N,KA)*Y(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A+J(N,KA)*YDE(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*B 
SEC = SEC - YDE(N,KA)*J(N,KB)*SQRT(ER)*A 
SEC = SEC - Y(N,KA)*JDE(N,KB)*SORT(ER)*B 
SEC = SEC * NUMOG 
GDE = -(FIR 	-SEC) 	* SORT(ER) 	/ 	( 	DENOG*DENOG 	) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION DENO(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,KOB,H2,H2DE,G 
KOB = KO * B 
DENO = H2DE(N,K0B) 	+ G(N,KO,A,B,ER)*H2(N,K0B) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION DENODE(N,KO,A,B,ER) 
COMPLEX KO,KOB,H2,H2DE,H2DOUDE,G,GDE 
KOB = KO * B 
DENODE = H2DOUDE(N,K0B)*B 	+ GDE(N,KO,A,B,ER)*H2(N,KOB) 




ALGORITHM TO SEARCH A-TABLE OF COMPLEX POLES FOR THE 
LEAST SQUARES OPTIMAL CHOICE OF THE CYLINDER COATING 
THICKNESS AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
PROGRAM SEARCHING(INPUT,OUTPUT); 
VAR 
ERABRATIO : ARRAY [1..92,1..2] OF REAL; 
ROOTS : ARRAY [1..92,1..3,1..2] 	OF REAL; 
TABLE,RESULT,ORDER : ARRAY [1..5,1..2] OF REAL; 
GIROOT : ARRAY [1..3,1..2] OF REAL; 
LOOP,L1,L2,L3 : INTEGER; 
DIFFVALUE : REAL; 
FIVAR : TEXT; 
(***************************************************************) 
PROCEDURE SETUP; 
VAR 11,12 : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR I1 := 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
TABLE [11,1] := 0; 




PROCEDURE READ KNOWN ROOTS; 
VAR 










FOR I1 := 1 TO 92 DO 
BEGIN 





END; 	(* ENDS THE READING, RODTS[44,3,2] FILLED. 	*) 
(*************************************************************) 
PROCEDURE READGIVEN_ROOTS; 
VAR I1 : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR 11 := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE('INPUT ',I1,'ST GIVEN ROOT.RE :='); 
READLN(G1ROOT[I1,1]); 





PROCEDURE SEARCH1(INDEX,VALUE :REAL); 
VAR 	I1,12,POINTER,COUNTS : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
COUNTS := 1; 
FOR I1 := 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
IF VALUE > TABLE[I1,2] THEN COUNTS := COUNTS+1; 
END; 
FOR 12 := 4 DOWNTO COUNTS DO 
BEGIN 
POINTER := 12 + 1; 
TABLE[POINTER,1] := TABLE[I2,1]; 
TABLE[POINTER,2] := TABLE[I2,2]; 
END; 
TABLE[COUNTS,1] := INDEX; 
TABLE[COUNTS,2] := VALUE; 
END; 	(* 	ENDS THE SEARCHING OF SEQUENCE FOR ONE ROOTS 
	* ) 
(*************************************************************) 
PROCEDURE CALCU D1FF SEARCH; 
VAR 
I1,I2,POINTER : INTEGER; 
DIFF,COMP DIFF : REAL; 
BEGIN 
FOR I1 := 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
POINTER := TRUNC(TABLE [I1,1]); 
DIFF := 0; 
FOR 12 := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
DIFF := SQR (ROOTS[POINTER,I2,1] - GIROOT1I2 11) 
SQR (RDDTS[POINTER,I2,2] - GIROOT[I2,2]) + DIFF; 
END; 
RESULT[I1,1] := POINTER; 
RESULTII1,2] := DIFF; 
WRITELN(I1,RESULT[I1,1],RESULT[I1,2]); 
END; 
FOR 11 := 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
COMP DIFF := 1000; 
FOR 12 := 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
IF COMP_DIFF > RESULT[I2,2] THEN 
BEGIN 
POINTER := 12; 
COMP_DIFF := RESULT[12,2]; 
END; 
END; 
ORDER[I1,1] := RESULT[POINTER,1]; 
ORDERII1,21 := RESULT[POINTER,2]; 
RESULT[POINTER,2] := 2000; 
END; 	 (* ENDS THE ORDERING OF THE 5 DIFFERENCES 








11,12,13 : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN('GIVEN ROOTS :'); 





FOR I1 := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
13 := TRUNC( ORDER[I1,1] ); 
WRITELN(I1,'ST CLOSE ROOTS; ER = ',ERABRATIO[I3,1], 
'A/B RATIO =',ERABRATIO[13,2]); 










READ KNOWN ROOTS; 
FOR tOOP  :7- 1 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN 
READ GIVEN ROOTS; 
FOR L1 := 1 TO 44 DO 
BEGIN 
DIFFVALUE := SQR( ROOTS[L1,1,1] - GIROOT[1,1] ) 
SQR( ROOTS[L1,1,2] - GIROOT[1,2] ); 
SEARCH1(L1,DIFFVALUE); 
END; 






TABLE OF ROOTS (n = 0) FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF CYLIINDER 





ROOT.RE := 1.22710000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 5.73130000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 3.68140000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 5.72840000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 6.13585000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.72810000000000E+000 
ER := 2.56000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO := 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 9.81630000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.58700000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 2.94511000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.58300000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 4.90870000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 4.58300000000000E+000 
ER 2.56000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
R001.RE := 8.17970000000000E+000 ROOT.IM .= 3.82350000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 2.45420000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.81940000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 4.09050000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.82000000000000E+000 
ER := 2.56000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO := 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 6.54300000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 3.06100000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.96330000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.05600000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 3.27240000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.05521000000000E+000 
ER •= 2.56000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO = 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 4.90590000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 2.29870000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 1.47240000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.29230000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.45421000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.29160000000000E+000 
ER := 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 1.57073500000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.49528000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 4.71233900000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.49346000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 7.85394000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.49325000000000E+000 
ER . = 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.30893600000000E+001 ROOT.IM 4.58026800000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 3.92225000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.57793000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 6.54494100000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.57769000000000E+000 
ER = 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO = 1.08000000000000E+000 













ER = 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO = 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 7.85280000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.75087000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.35608400000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.74712000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 3.92692100000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.74675000000000E+000 
ER = 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO = 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.54348000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.29386000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.96336500000000E+001 RDOT.IM = 2.28946000000000E+000 






ROOT.RE 5.23394000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.83714000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.57063700000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.83184000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.61789300000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.83132000000000E+000 
ER 4.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.92401000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.38091000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.17789200000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.37428000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.96336600000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.37364000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A 	RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.60314000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.42640000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.80953000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 4.42500000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 8.01592000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 4.42450000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.28250000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.54190000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.84760000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 3.54000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.41272000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.54000000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A, RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.06873000000000E+001 ROOT.IM .= 2.95240000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.20630000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.95000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.34390000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.94980000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 8.01510000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.21600000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.40471000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.21270000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.00790000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.21240000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.41155000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.77416000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.92373300000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.77033000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.20631900000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.77020000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.34241000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.47993000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.60307900000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.47546000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.67191100000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.47505000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A. 	RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.27306000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.18597000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.28241700000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.18062000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.13750000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.18013000000000E+000 
ER 6.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.20330000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.92400000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.61740000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.85800000000000E-001 





ROOT.RE 1.38837000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.26780000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.16517000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.26620000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.94198000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.26600000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.11068000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.61510000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.33212000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.61300000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.55358000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.61290000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 9.25540000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.18010000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.77675000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.17760000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.62797000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.17740000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.94410000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.63660000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.08254000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.63340000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.47096000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.63310000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.55238000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.31075000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.66601000000000E+001 ROOT.IM =. 1.30690000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.77675200000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.30657000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.62641000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.09373000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.38830600000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.08926000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.31394200000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.08887000000000E+000 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.70230000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 8.71640000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.11060400000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 8.71640000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.85112900000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 8.71180000000000E-001 
ER 8.00000000000000E+000 











ROOT.RE 1.38831000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 6.53500000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.24179000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.59060000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.72544000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.58895000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.20910000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.58899000000000E+000 
ER 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 9.93413200000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.07330000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.98034000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.07130000000000E+000 







ROOT.RE = 8.27820000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.72860000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.48360000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.72610000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 4.13938000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.72590000000000E+000 
ER •= 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 6.20820000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.29796000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 1.86268000000000E+001 ROOT.IM .= 1.29480000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 3.10452000000000E+001 ROOT.IM *= 1.29450000000000E+000 
ER = 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 4.98270000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.04554000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 1.49078300000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.03160000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.48367200000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.03618000000000E+000 
ER = 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.12000000000000E+000 













ER = 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.30930000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 6.96290000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.93350000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.91030000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE = 1.65570000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 6.90500000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.48037000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.24960000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.44957000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.18610000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.24174000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 5.18060000000000E-001 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.13359000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 2.14620000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.40085000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.14451000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.66811000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.14436000000000E+000 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 9.06850000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.71780000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.72067000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.71570000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.53450000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.71550000000000E+000 
ER = 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 7.55690000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.43230000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.26721000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.42985000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE =. 3.77872000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.42964000000000E+000 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.66720000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.07573000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.70038300000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.07265000000000E+000 





ROOT.RE 4.53321000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.62040000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.36028300000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 8.58220000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.26720800000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 8.57900000000000E-001 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.77707000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 7.19750000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.13354600000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 7.15350000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.88932600000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 7.14970000000000E-001 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.02071000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.77690000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.06802000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.72500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.51144000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 5.72060000000000E-001 
ER 1.20000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.26391000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.35910000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.80048000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.29710000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.15534800000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 4.29710000000000E-001 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.01391000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.70720000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.04181000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.70550000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.06971000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.70534000000000E+000 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 8.11110000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.36660000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.43344000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 1.36450000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.05576000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.36430000000000E+000 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.75900000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.13960000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.02785000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.13720000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.37979000000000E+001 ROOT.IM .= 1.13700000000000E+000 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.06880000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 8.56190000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.52087000000000E+001 ROOT.IM 8.53040000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.53483000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 8.52780000000000E-001 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.05445000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 6.86380000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.21667300000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 6.82600000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.02785200000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 6.82280000000000E-001 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.37808000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 5.73340000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.01387300000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 5.68990000000000E-001 





ROOT.RE 2.70149000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.60490000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 8.11067000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.55420000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.35187300000000E+001 ROOT.IM 4.54980000000000E-001 
ER 1.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.02445000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 3.47900000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.08250000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 3.41880000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.01387600000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.41350000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 7.86536000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.01556000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.35617500000000E+001 ROOT.IM 1.01390000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.92698000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.01370000000000E+000 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 6.28270000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 8.13260000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.88493000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 8.11200000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 3.14158000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 8.11000000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 5.23530000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.78500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.57077000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 6.76090000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.61798000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 6.75900000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.92595000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.10310000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.17806000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.07230000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.96347200000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 5.06980000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.14014000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 4.09600000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.42429000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 4.05950000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.57077000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.05640000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.61610000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 3.42580000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.85340000000000E+000 ROOT.IM .= 3.38440000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.30896000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.38090000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.09187000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 2.75700000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.28246000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 2.70970000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.04715500000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.70560000000000E-001 
ER 2.50000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO. 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.56720000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.09000000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 4.71140000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.03530000000000E-001 





ROOT.RE 6.20873000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.32170000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE = 1.86272000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 6.30500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 3.10455000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 6.30370000000000E-001 
ER 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.96670000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 5.06520000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.49017000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 5.04500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE = 2.48363500000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 5.04320000000000E-001 
ER = 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.13870000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 4.22870000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.24180000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.20500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.06969000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.20300000000000E-001 
ER 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO •• 1.08000000000000E+000 












B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.48207000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 2.56040000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.45054000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.52590000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.24180000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.52290000000000E-001 
ER 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.06769000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.14510000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.20863000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.10640000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.03482500000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.10290000000000E-001 
ER 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.65311000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.73070000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 4.96669000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.68710000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 8.27848000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.68310000000000E-001 
ER 4.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.28320000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.31730000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE = 3.72470000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.26800000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.20867000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.26340000000000E-001 
ER • 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE : = 5.06930000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 4.20860000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE : = 1.52090000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.19220000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.53485000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 4.19100000000000E - 001 
ER 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.05517000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 3.37450000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.21672000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 3.35460000000000E-001 





ROOT.RE 3.33901000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.81940000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.01392400000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.79640000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.68989600000000E+001 ROOT.IM *= 2.79450000000000E-001 
ER = 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.53360000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 2.12720000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.60430000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.09900000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.26742000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.09600000000000E-001 
ER = 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 2.02620000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.71320000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.08333000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.68065000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.01392500000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 1.67770000000000E-001 
ER 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.68779000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.43790000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 5.06930000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.40200000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 8.44930000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.39860000000000E-001 
ER 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.34918000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.16330000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 4.05524000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.12360000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.75934000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.11960000000000E-001 
ER = 6.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 1.01030000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.89000000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE 3.04110000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.45400000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE 5.06935000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.40700000000000E-002 
ER 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO •. 1.04000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 4.39005000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 3.15640000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.31714000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.14000000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 2.19520000000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 3.13900000000000E-001 
ER 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.51180000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.53250000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.05371000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.51310000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.75619500000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.51140000000000E-001 
ER = 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.92614000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.11740000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 8.78080000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 2.09510000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE = 1.46349300000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.09320000000000E-001 
ER 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE : 2.19395000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.60000000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 6.58550000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.57290000000000E-001 





ROOT.RE 1.75445000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.29070000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 5.26830000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.25980000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 8.78084000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.25690000000000E-001 
ER 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.46132000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.08550000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 4.39012000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.05130000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.31730000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.04790000000000E-001 
ER 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO 1.15000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 1.16802000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.79800000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE 3.51190000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.42900000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE 5.85375000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.39100000000000E-002 
ER •= 8.00000000000000E+001 
B/A RATIO = 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE = 8.74460000000000E-001 ROOT.IM := 6.75000000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE = 2.63360000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.34800000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE = 4.37017000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.30400000000000E-002 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 











ROOT.RE 1.96349000000000E+001 ROOT.IM = 2.50910000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO 1.05000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 3.14090000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 2.02830000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.42464000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 2.00930000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.57078800000000E+001 ROOT.IM := 2.00760000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO 1.06000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 2.61710000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.69700000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.85381000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.67500000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 1.30899000000000E+001 ROOT.IM .= 1.67330000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO 1.08000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.96210000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.28400000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 5.89020000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.25800000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 9.81735000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 1.25550000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO 1.10000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.56900000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.03730000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 4.71210000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 1.00787000000000E-001 
ROOT.RE 7.85383000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 1.00502000000000E-001 
ER 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO 1.12000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE 1.30700000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.70000000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE 3.92700000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 8.41000000000000E-002 







ROOT.RE := 1.04440000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 7.09400000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE := 3.14112000000000E+000 ROOT.IM 6.74900000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE := 5.23575000000000E+000 ROOT.IM := 6.71200000000000E-002 
ER := 1.00000000000000E+002 
B/A RATIO := 1.20000000000000E+000 
ROOT.RE := 7.81800000000000E-001 ROOT.IM 5.46000000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE := 2.35570000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 5.09000000000000E-002 
ROOT.RE := 5.49760000000000E+000 ROOT.IM = 5.03000000000000E-002 
